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Dear All,
At last ! Some forecasts were not right, thus some announcements were too optimistic,
and some hopes and expectations were disappointed. But at last, the printer will bring the
books on October 9th. They will be distributed during the next week.
The book could not have been published without any financial support. Looking at the
cover, you find the logos of the organizations participating in the publication. The main
help will come from Cap Maths (www. capmaths. fr/ ). According to a written agreement,
ESMA should receive 3000 e from Cap Maths ... before June 30th, 2016.
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Proceedings of the Second ESMA Conference, held in Cagliari, September 18-20, 2013

The deepening of mutual relations between mathematics and
the arts today knows a new development, more and more appreciated both by artists and scientists, mathematicians in
particular.
This volume, the proceedings of the Cagliari Conference organized by the European Society for Mathematics and the
Arts (ESMA) in 2013, is the third of a series of books devoted to the links between mathematics and art. The proceedings of the Conferences on the subject held in Maubeuge
in 2000, and in Paris in 2010 were presented in the first two
books.
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The reader will discover the important role that mathematical models have played in the pedagogy of mathematics since
the nineteenth century, why and how modern artistic mathematical works are an efficient tool for a penetrating initiation
into mathematics, which can be adapted to all audiences.
In this spirit, the reader will find several artistic creations from
a few classical mathematical objects, and quite new visualizations as well using Minkowski’s device. A broad theory of
cones also appears in the volume. It could be developed by
mathematicians or by artists to create new works.
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Mathematical tools and software for the creation of artistic
scientific visualizations, analysis of artistic works from the
mathematical point of view, pedagogical uses of scientific artistic works were the three main themes of the Conference.
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Visual Art and Diffusion of Mathematics
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Hardcover + 170 pages + 162 Figures = 25 e
The preparation of the proceedings of the next ESMA conference will be easier since
our publisher Cassini (http: // www. cassini. fr/ ) will prepare a template for the future authors.
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Andrej Bauer (andrej. bauer@ andrej. com ) and Mateja Budin (mateja. budin@
gmail. com ) are the local organizers of the Ljubljana Conference inside the math department of Ljubljana University. Andrej just wrote : «My department has now officially
confirmed that it will offer logistical support to ESMA, including a large lecture room (for
slightly more than 100 people), for the period September 21-25th, 2016.»
Note that we shall have an administrative meeting during that period.
Remind that there will be a new large math-art exhibition. It will be a pleasure to
welcome some paintings by Reine Mazoyer (www. reine-mazoyer. com ). She illustrated
«Rhymes for no Reason», a quite recent joyful book of Poems by the mathematician Dick
Dixon, where we can find that picture :

L’artiste sûr de lui
The artist sure of himself
Reine’works join humor and poetry inside a very simple but stabilizing geometrical
frame. The few images below come from a series of portraits of artists.

Enjoy and best wishes,
Claude
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L’Artiste en herbe
The young artist

L’Artiste sérieux
The serious artist
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La Mère de tous les Artistes
The mother of all artists
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La mère de l’artiste
The artist’s mother









Claude Bruter, Publisher. Contributors: Andrej Bauer, Sharon Breit-Giraud, Mateja
Budin, Richard Denner, Dick Dixon, Jos Leys, Reine Mazoyer.
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